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Abstract: SurA, Skp, FkpA, and DegP constitute a chaperone network that ensures biogenesis of outer
membrane proteins (OMPs) in Gram-negative bacteria. Both Skp and FkpA are holdases that prevent
the self-aggregation of unfolded OMPs, whereas SurA accelerates folding and DegP is a protease.
None of these chaperones is essential, and we address here how functional plasticity is manifested in
nine known null strains. Using a comprehensive computational model of this network termed
OMPBioM, our results suggest that a threshold level of steady state holdase occupancy by chaper-
ones is required, but the cell is agnostic to the specific holdase molecule fulfilling this function. In
addition to its foldase activity, SurA moonlights as a holdase when there is no expression of Skp and
FkpA. We further interrogate the importance of chaperone–client complex lifetime by conducting simu-
lations using lifetime values for Skp complexes that range in length by six orders of magnitude. This
analysis suggests that transient occupancy of durations much shorter than the Escherichia coli dou-
bling time is required. We suggest that fleeting chaperone occupancy facilitates rapid sampling of the
periplasmic conditions, which ensures that the cell can be adept at responding to environmental
changes. Finally, we calculated the network effects of adding multivalency by computing populations
that include two Skp trimers per unfolded OMP. We observe only modest perturbations to the system.
Overall, this quantitative framework of chaperone–protein interactions in the periplasm demonstrates
robust plasticity due to its dynamic binding and unbinding behavior.
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Introduction
Holdases are ATP-independent chaperones that func-
tion through an antiaggregation activity.1–3 The peri-
plasmic compartment of a Gram-negative bacterium
is an ideal cellular location for holdase chaperones to

play pivotal roles in proteostasis. In contrast to the
cytoplasm, the periplasm is devoid of an external
energy source, eliminating the option for ATP-driven
chaperones. Some periplasmic activities overcome
this energetic limitation by connecting their functions
to ATP usage through interactions with inner mem-
brane proteins, but all other processes that are
uncoupled from the energized inner membrane must
rely on ATP-independent mechanisms for efficient
execution. Included in the energy-independent activi-
ties essential for life is the biogenesis of outer mem-
brane proteins (OMPs).

The maturation of OMPs in vivo is a remarkable
feat given their trafficking challenges. OMP polypep-
tides are translated in the cytoplasm, transported in
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an unfolded conformation across the bacterial inner
(cytoplasmic) membrane, and then are passed through
the aqueous compartment of the periplasm to reach
their native location for folding, which is the outer
membrane. Although energy is consumed during
the translocon-mediated export of unfolded OMPs
(uOMPs) across the inner membrane, both the peri-
plasmic crossing and the outer membrane folding
events must occur in the absence of external energy.
Notably, OMPs are insoluble in water in both native
and unfolded forms,4,5 which means that the challenge
for the cell is to maintain OMPs in unfolded, yet solu-
ble, folding-competent conformations until they fold
into the outer membrane. Given the poor solvent
(i.e., water) faced by OMPs in the periplasm, they self-
aggregate in aqueous solutions, and therefore it seems
only appropriate for holdase chaperones to feature
prominently in OMP homeostasis. Four proteins in
particular have been identified as general chaperones
that ensure efficient OMP biogenesis. Two of these
function as holdases, Skp (17-kDA protein)6–8 and
FkpA (FKPB-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase
FkpA).9 There are two additional proteins aiding bio-
genesis: one functions as a foldase to accelerate fold-
ing, SurA (survival factor A),10–12 and the other acts as
a periplasmic protease, DegP13 (periplasmic serine
endoprotease DegP).

Paradoxically, genetic studies demonstrate that
none of the single gene deletion or depletion strains
(ΔsurA, Δskp, ΔfkpA, and ΔdegP) of these general
chaperones is lethal in Escherichia coli. Many double
null strains are also viable (ΔsurAΔdegP, ΔskpΔfkpA,
ΔskpΔdegP, and ΔsurAΔskp) with the caveat that the
ΔsurAΔskp strain is synthetic lethal in rich media
but not minimal media.14 Altogether, the preponder-
ance of viable phenotypes indicates no single protein
in this set is an OMP biogenesis linchpin. Rather, a
robust functional redundancy must exist among these
chaperones.

To simultaneously consider all chaperone:uOMP
binding interactions and their mutual effects, we pre-
viously incorporated experimentally available genetic
and biophysical findings into a kinetic framework for
the periplasm that simultaneously considers all reac-
tions in this process. This computational model of
the periplasmic chaperone system—termed “Outer
Membrane Protein Biogenesis Model” (OMPBioM)—
consists of a series of ordinary differential equations
that describes all of the known protein–protein inter-
actions within this periplasmic chaperone network as
well as cellular concentrations from proteomics.15

Figure 1 shows a schematic of this network model. In
addition to deterministic calculations using parame-
ters to model exponentially growing cells, we previ-
ously conducted stochastic simulations in which each
rate constant in the master equation was modified by
a probability distribution function to introduce ran-
domness into the system. Demonstrating robustness

of the deterministic output, the stochastic simula-
tions found that the system of equations in the com-
putational model successfully reproduces the average
copy number for OMPs, the mean periplasmic life-
times for uOMPs, and phenotypic signatures for
single- or double-null strain genotypes, including
reduced OMP levels in the outer membrane and
increased aggregated protein in the periplasm.

Here, we conduct additional stochastic simula-
tions to evaluate how the chaperone populations work
individually and together within this periplasmic net-
work. Our first focus is on SurA:U (1:1 stoichiometric
complex between one SurA and one uOMP), Skp3:U
(1:1 stoichiometric complex between one Skp trimer
and one uOMP), and FkpA2:U (1:1 stoichiometric com-
plex between one FkpA dimer and one uOMP) popula-
tion distributions relative to one another in nine
distinct null strains. Overall, our results indicate that
holdase activity must be present in the periplasm, but
the specific chaperone dominating this functional role
is not critical as long as free (unbound) uOMPs do not
accumulate. We next used OMPBioM to address two
novel questions. The first concerns multivalency of
Skp3 interactions with uOMP, in which we model a
2(Skp3):U (2:1 complex between two Skp trimers and
one uOMP), which has been observed in mass spec-
trometry experiments.16 Our data show that the for-
mation of 2(Skp3):U has only a modest effect on the
population distribution and, paradoxically, reduces
the activity of Skp3 toward additional clients. The sec-
ond new question interrogates conflicting data on the
lifetime of Skp3:U. Published experimental values
from different groups for the Skp3:U complex lifetime
vary from milliseconds to hours.17,18 We conducted a
parameter scan over six orders of magnitude of Skp3:U
lifetimes, and our results indicate that the holdase
activity of Skp is unlikely to be manifested by Skp tri-
mers “holding on” to uOMP clients for lengthy
amounts of time. Rather, transient Skp3 occupancy by
uOMPs appears to be the key holding function, and
Skp3:U complexes are only populated if their forma-
tion is characterized by rapid association and dissoci-
ation. This characteristic of Skp3:U complex
assembly allows the envelope stress response system
to rapidly sense the accumulation of free uOMPs,
which are stress signals in the periplasmic space.
Mechanistically, dynamic binding and unbinding
provides network regulation that allows a facile cel-
lular response to any environmental perturbations.

Results and Discussion

The predominant holdase chaperone is
determined by the needs of the strain genotype
We determined species distributions of chaperone:
uOMP complexes to ask how the observed genetic
redundancy can be so robustly encoded across the
nine different (single and double) null strains. For
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each genotype, we calculated 300 stochastic simula-
tions each of duration 1000 s with a step size of 10−5 s.
In addition to deleting reactions for the relevant genes
in each null strain, parameters associated with the
bacterial envelope stress response (σE) were incorpo-
rated into genetically observed null strains lacking
SurA expression.19 The σE stress response increases
production of some chaperones and decreases OMP
expression levels into the periplasm from the cyto-
plasm.15,19,20 The final null strain employed was the
nonbiologically observable ΔsurA* variant. This is a
virtual strain lacking SurA calculated using wild-type
parameters without the σE stress response. Outcomes
from ΔsurA* are included because the results offer an
opportunity to observe the species changes that lead to
the induction of σE.

Figure 2 shows the observed population distributions
for eachnull strain as indicated in thepanel. Theunbound
uOMP, SurA:U, Skp3:U, FkpA2:U, and DegP6/12:U (the
sum of hexameric and dodecameric oligomers bound to
uOMP) complexes are represented as a frequency of occur-
rence as a function of percentage occupancy in any partic-
ular trajectory from entry into the periplasm to folding.
Figure 3 and Supporting Information Table S1 show the
mean percentages from these distributions obtained from
bootstrap analysiswith replacement.

Figures 2 and 3 show that no single holdase:U
species dominates for all of the null strain phenotypes.
Instead, distinct chaperone complexes are enriched in
different null strain phenotypes to achieve the same

goal: to keep the free, unbound uOMP concentration
depopulated. Under wild-type conditions, the FkpA2:U
species occupy the largest percentage of each trajec-
tory with a mean percentage occupancy of 51%. This is
significantly higher than that of the Skp3:U species
whose mean value is 29%. In Δskp, the cell compen-
sates for the loss of Skp expression by increasing the
occupancy time of FkpA2:U to 71%, a 140% increase
over its value in the wild-type strain. Conversely, in
ΔfkpA, the Skp3:U occupancy doubles to 60% of the
trajectory time to become the dominant chaperone
complex. Together these findings indicate that Skp
and FkpA are essentially interchangeable holdases.

What happens when the periplasm has neither
FkpA nor Skp? Our results suggest that SurA moon-
lights as a holdase. In ΔskpΔfkpA, the SurA:U mean
occupancy time is 90%, which is a huge increase
(500%) over its baseline percent occupancy in the
wild-type strain (18%). SurA, therefore, is the de facto
predominant holdase in ΔskpΔfkpA. However, this
finding should not be interpreted to appropriate a
specialness to SurA holdase activity that is unveiled
only when FkpA and Skp are both absent. In fact, the
ability of SurA to fulfill the desired functional out-
come of a holdase (e.g., low unbound uOMP) was
there all along. Namely, the shift in SurA occupancy
from a low level in the wild-type strain is less dra-
matic but still observable in both of the single null
strains, for example, SurA:U occupancy doubles to
36% in ΔfkpA and rises to 26% in Δskp. Importantly,

Figure 1. OMPBioM schematic. Schematic of the OMPBioM network model. This diagram was expanded from the basic model
published in Costello,15 where a detailed explanation is provided. The reactions inside the hashed oval circle are only included in
the multivalency calculations as described in the text.
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these findings are not inconsistent with the accepted
foldase function of SurA (ΔsurA). Lack of SurA is a
more detrimental phenotype as compared to either
ΔfkpA or Δskp,15,21 consistent with the current
understanding of SurA primarily as a foldase rather
than a holdase. Moreover, SurA is the only chaperone
of the set considered here to accelerate the folding of

client uOMPs in vitro, and it shows a genetic interac-
tion with the BAM complex.8 These combined fea-
tures result in the distinctive phenotypic response
observed in ΔsurA strains.

It is informative to use OMPBioM to consider
how the various population distributions arise. The
shifts in the chaperone–uOMP populations described

Figure 2. Distributions for chaperone–uOMP complex populations vary by genotype. The counts as a function of total percentage
of time that a chaperone:uOMP complex exists during a trajectory are shown as a histogram distribution for all 300 simulations.
Unbound is shown as light cyan; SurA:U complex is shown in solid pink bars; FkpA2:U complex is shown in bars filled with green
triangles; Skp3:U complex is shown in bars with blue forward slash; and DegP6/12:U complex is shown in gray-filled bars.
Simulated strain identities are indicated in each panel.
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in the previous section are not a reflection of any
changes in stability of any of the reactions. Particularly,
in this computational model, it cannot be the case that
either the forward or reverse rate constants or the affin-
ity of any of the chaperones for an uOMP changes
among ΔfkpA, Δskp, and ΔfkpAΔskp. These values are
predetermined inputs. Even in the stochastic simula-
tions where an uncertainty is introduced on each rate
constant, we previously observed that the lifetime dis-
tribution analyses of SurA:U, Skp3:U, and FkpA2:U
complexes show that the best-fit dissociation rate con-
stants correspond, as expected, to the deterministic rate
constants (e.g., k19, k21, and k23 in Costello15). In con-
trast, the unbound uOMP lifetime is not predetermined.
Instead, it is an emergent property of the collective
action of all chaperones, their rate constants, and cellu-
lar expression levels. In this manner, the uOMP popula-
tion and lifetime can vary depending on the components
in the chaperone network. As an example, in the
absence of the canonical holdases Skp and FkpA, a
greater fraction of the unbound uOMP exists (compared
to wild type15), which, through simple mass action,
drives the increased population of the SurA:U complex.

Unbound, uOMP lifetimes are suppressed by the
chaperone network
Holdases reduce self-aggregation of unfolded clients.
Mass action formalism dictates that this suppression
must be accomplished by binding to and stabilizing
monomeric forms of clients. Therefore, holdases must
compete with the intrinsic propensities of their clients
to aggregate. Aggregation of unfolded OmpA (uOmpA)
is characterized by a third-order nucleation step
followed by an irreversible polymerization that all
occur on the minutes time scale.4,22 Thus, suppressing

the formation of aggregate in this case means that the
concentration of free uOMP must be kept at a low
value. Our results suggest that the chaperone network
accomplishes this by minimizing the unbound uOMP
lifetime. Supporting Information Figure S1 shows that
unbound uOMP lifetime distributions follow a single
exponential distribution in all genotypes investigated,
enabling best-fit values of the average lifetimes for
each case. Indeed, these are short. In wild type, the
unbound uOMP average lifetime is 0.0028 s, which is
30- to 125-fold shorter than any of the chaperone:
uOMP complexes above. The absence of either Skp or
FkpA increases the unbound uOMP lifetime to 0.0033
and 0.0059 s, respectively, which are still both much
shorter than the lifetimes of the bound chaperone:
uOMP complexes. The uOMP lifetime rises the most in
null strains lacking SurA. The virtual ΔsurA* strain
illustrates a hypothetical worst-case stress scenario for
the cell, and the unbound uOMP lifetime rises 103-fold
to 0.29 s. In the more realistic simulation of ΔsurA,
incorporating the σE stress response, the unbound
uOMP lifetime drops to only fivefold above the wild-
type value (to 0.012 s). Thus, suppressing the unbound
uOMP lifetime, which is linked to its total concentra-
tion, is a defining feature of the network behavior.

Skp3:U lifetimes cannot be on the same time
scale as the E. coli doubling time
There is a wide disparity in the two reported lifetime
measurements for Skp3:U complexes. Zhao and col-
leagues used stopped-flow Förster resonance energy
transfer to measure the dissociation of a Skp bound
to unfolded OmpC (uOmpC) and found lifetimes in
the millisecond range.18 In contrast, Hiller and col-
leagues used nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

Figure 3. Mean values for chaperone–uOMP complex populations vary by genotype. Mean values for the distributions in Figure 2
were obtained by bootstrap methods and are plotted for each strain. Bar coloring is as described in Figure 2.
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exchange and assumed off-rate-limited first-order
kinetics to obtain a global lifetime constant of
2.6 � 0.9 h for complex between Skp3 and uOMP X
(uOmpX).17 Comparing the two values results in a
~30,000-fold difference between the two measure-
ments, far beyond the expected uncertainty for each
method. One possible reason for this discrepancy
could be that the two investigations used unfolded cli-
ents that are quite different in size (~40 vs. ~16 kDa
for OmpC and OmpX, respectively). A second expla-
nation for the disagreement could arise from the fact
that fluorescence and NMR techniques are conducted
in different concentration regimes. However, total
concentrations should not matter as long as the mea-
sured dissociation process was first order for both of
these experiments, because the decay of the complex

should be a single exponential function independent
of protein concentration. In this case, the lifetime
simply equals 1/e of the original signal. Exponential
decays were shown for Zhao and colleagues, however,
the bulk of the NMR exchange data were observed in
the plateau region of that experiment. Despite the
difference in the complex lifetimes, both these investi-
gators as well as independent groups agree that the
Skp3:U complex’s thermodynamic stability is charac-
terized by an equilibrium dissociation constant in the
nM range.17,18,23,24

To evaluate the possibility that distinct Skp3:U
complexes could indeed have very different lifetimes,
we conducted six simulations in which we varied the
lifetime (hence, the dissociation rate constant) for the
Skp3:U complex from hours to milliseconds. Table I
provides values used in this parameter scan. Figure 4
shows the Skp3:uOMP distributions over this range.
The initially unexpected finding we observed was
that no complex is formed if the lifetime is on the
order of hours as illustrated by the single bar of zero
percentage of the trajectory at 9360 s (2.6 h). Even if
the lifetime is ~15 min (936 s), no Skp3:U forms.
Figure 5(A) shows the distributions of chaperone:
uOMP species in which the Skp3:U lifetime equals
2.6 h, where it can be observed that these distribu-
tions resemble those in the Δskp strain in Figure 2
(top right panel). In both cases, the holdase role that
Skp performs is carried out by FkpA and SurA. This
paradox of “long lifetime - no binding” can be
explained by the necessity to also set the on-rate con-
stant for binding to a very slow value to satisfy the
constraint for a nM dissociation constant. As a result,
if the lifetime is on the time scale of minutes to hours,
the bacteria double before Skp3 even binds its uOMP
client. Indeed, Figure 4 suggests that the Skp3:U life-
time must be at least 10-fold shorter than the E. coli
doubling time to appreciably populate Skp3:U com-
plexes. Only under conditions where this latter con-
straint is met does Skp becomes biologically relevant as
a holdase. When this criterion is satisfied, OMPBioM
does indicate that Skp3:U complexes can have diverse
lifetimes that range from the seconds to millisecond
time scale.

A stoichiometry of two Skp trimers bound to one
uOMP does not significantly change the
chaperone distributions
Binding studies of Skp to small uOMPs has exhibited a
stoichiometric complex formation consisting of one Skp
trimer to one uOMP.23,24 Subsequent to OMPBioM

Table I. Values Employed in Skp3:U Lifetime Parameter
Scan

Simulation
number Lifetime (s)

koff
(s−1) (k21)

KD

(nM)
kon (M−1 s−1)

(k20)

1 9360 (2.6 h) 1.07E-4 16.4 6.54E3
2 936 1.07E-3 16.4 6.54E4
3 93.6 1.07E-2 16.4 6.54E5
4 9.36 1.07E-1 16.4 6.54E6
5 0.936 1.07 16.4 6.54E7
6 0.0936 0.107 16.4 6.54E8

The notations k20 and k21 refer to the rate constants
governing the association and dissociation of Skp3:U in Cos-
tello et al.15

Figure 4. No Skp3:U binding is observed when the complex
lifetime is greater than the E. coli doubling time. Skp3:U
species percentage of trajectory distributions are shown for
Skp3:U lifetimes as indicated on the axis and using the values
in Table I. No other chaperone parameters were modified in
these simulations.

Table II. Reactions and Rate Constants Employed in the Multivalent Implementation of OMPBioM

Reaction Rate constant Value Units Citations

uOMP : Skp3 + Skp3 ! uOMP : 2(Skp3) k45 1.75E+08 M−1 s−1 Wu et al.18

uOMP : 2(Skp3) ! uOMP : Skp3 + Skp3 k46 2.80E+00 s−1 Wu et al.18

uOMP : 2(Skp3) ! fOMP + 2(Skp3) k47 1.00E-09 s−1 Patel et al.34
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publication, Schiffrin et al. discovered using mass spec-
trometry that larger OMPs can simultaneously bind to
two Skp trimers, forming a 2(Skp3):U.16 While no rate
or equilibrium constants are available to directly
describe the population of this multivalent species, we
can incorporate it into OMPBioM by employing the
same rate constants used to estimate the association
and dissociation of the Skp3:U complex. Accordingly, we
conducted simulations using a network model that
includes the reactions within the dashed oval in
Figure 1. Table II details the rate constants for these
reactions.

Figure 5(B) shows the mean population results
from simulations that include the 2(Skp3):U species.
Figure 5(C,D) shows that the inclusion of the Skp
multivalency results in modest effects on the overall
chaperone population distributions as compared to
the wild-type scenario (Fig. 2). To understand this
finding, it is instructive to consider the outcome from
both the perspective of uOMPs as well as Skp tri-
mers. With respect to the uOMP client, the percent-
age of time a uOMP spends bound to Skp decreases
when multivalency is included. Figure 5(B) shows
that the mean percentages of occupancy in a trajec-
tory in which a uOMP is bound to one or two Skp tri-
mers equals 5% or 14%, respectively. This sums to a
total percentage of 19%, which is lower than the
mean percentage occupancy that a uOMP is bound to
Skp in the original simulations (Fig. 2; wild type,
29%). The reduction in uOMP binding to Skp in the
multivalent case can be rationalized by a lower con-
centration of free Skp trimer that is available to bind
to a uOMP client. The formation of the multivalent
2(Skp3):U species uses two Skp trimers for each com-
plex formation and depletes the free Skp reactant
population twice as much as compared to the forma-
tion of a Skp3:U species. As a result of a lower free
Skp trimer population, fewer Skp3:U and 2(Skp3):U
species can be populated in the periplasm. From the
perspective of number of Skp trimers bound to a
uOMP, incorporating multivalency has little effect
aside from shifting part of the Skp3:U species into
2(Skp3):U species. The absolute number of Skp tri-
mers bound to uOMPs (SkpToT) is approximately the
same as in the simulation without multivalency (29%
vs. 33%), but these molecules are distributed across
fewer complexes. Thus, from the perspective of Skp
trimers binding to an uOMP, the multivalent reaction
has no effect: the same number of Skp trimers are
bound.

It is also interesting to consider how the
remaining chaperone network reacts to Skp multi-
valency. Figure 5(B) shows that the minimal decrease
in uOMPs bound to one or two Skp trimers is com-
pensated by small increases in the percent of the life-
time that the uOMP spends bound to SurA or FkpA.
OMPBioM could also formally consider additional
multivalencies involving Skp; these species would

Figure 5. Chaperone complex distribution responses to parameter
changes. Bar colors are shown as in Figure 2. (A) Species
percentages of trajectory distributions are shown for all
chaperone:uOMP complexes for the case where the Skp3:U
lifetime equals 2.6 h. (B) Mean values for the distributions shown
in Figure 2 (WT, repeated here for direct comparison), with the
addition of 2(Skp3):U shown in bars with gray forward slash and
summed total Skp in complex (in trimer units) in solid medium
blue (far right bar). Values for these last two Skp forms are zero
in the middle set of bars because the τ = 2.6 h simulation did not
include the 2(Skp3):U species; (C) Species percentages of
trajectory distributions are shown for all chaperone:uOMP
complexes for the case where Skp multivalency is included.
(D) same data as in C except the 2(Skp3):U distribution is not
plotted in order to visualize (Skp3):U.
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deplete the Skp pool even more depending on the
stoichiometry, and the actual number of complexes
would decrease accordingly. In sum, the possibilities
for multivalent chaperone-uOMP interactions further
illustrates the redundancy within the periplasmic
network and demonstrates the plasticity of the
system.

Conclusions
Using OMPBioM to examine the distributions of
Skp3:U, 2(Skp3):U, FkpA2:U, and SurA:U complexes,
we learn that the cell is agnostic to the details of the
holdase activity as long as there is some threshold
level of function. With the currently available data,
mathematical modeling demonstrates that the con-
cept of specific pathways is not an absolute require-
ment for functional robustness. Rather, the
interconnected network structure articulated by
OMPBioM illustrates how one holdase or another can
meet the proteostasis needs of the cell. The network
has steady state levels of occupancy of all species, but
these are not static complexes with long lifetimes.
Rather, functional redundancy is dynamically
encoded through binding kinetics, thermodynamics,
and local cellular concentrations, which serve to work
together to tune the chaperone–uOMP interactions
when no ATP or other external energy source is avail-
able. Interestingly, the cytoplasmic holdase trigger
factor has a reported bound state lifetime of 100 ms,
comparable to the chaperones discussed here, indicat-
ing fleeting interactions may be important even in
environments containing external energy.25 Overall,
the mechanistic insight gained from OMPBioM is of
particular interest because functionally redundant
proteins are found across a wide range of biological
systems ranging from yeast cells to astrocytes.26–28

The fitness advantage of encoding redundancy is that
it allows cells to respond more effectively to changing
environments and to compensate for genetic
mutations.29 This adaptability is especially important
for bacteria given their relatively short doubling
times and their exposures to a wide range of extracel-
lular conditions.

Methods

General
A full description of the model, including a list of
reactions, parameters, and any relevant changes for
the single- and double-null strain phenotypes, can be
found in Costello et al.15 Stochastic simulations of the
wild-type model and the mutant strains were calcu-
lated with COPASI using the direct method.30,31 Null
strains were calculated by simple omission of the rel-
evant reactions. In addition to null strains examined
in the original report, we calculated values for a dou-
ble null ΔskpΔfkpA.

The simulation durations were 1000 s with an
interval size of 10−5 s. We calculated 300 trajectories
for each null strain. We analyzed outputs of these
trajectories using MATLAB R2014a, where each indi-
vidual lifetime of either the unbound OMP or a
chaperone–OMP complex was calculated.

Unless otherwise indicated, the experiments here
employed the rate constants published previously.15

For Skp and SurA, the forward rate constants were
calculated from the measured half times reported in
Zhao and colleagues18 using the following equation:

k=
1

t1=2 A½ �0

This simplified equation applies because the
reactant concentrations in those experiments were
equal. Upon rechecking the calculations in response
to a reviewer comment, we discovered that the value
for the SurA forward rate constant was slightly larger
than intended due to a transcription error (1.05 × 108

vs. 0.6 × 108). To demonstrate that this does not
affect any of the results, we calculated 300 trajectories
using the correct number, and this very small differ-
ence (less than twofold) has no effect on any of the
distributions (Supporting Information Fig. S2). The
forward rate constant for Skp was correct as
reported.15 The FkpA rate constants are based on the
values reported.9,15

Chaperone complex lifetime calculations
Lifetimes were calculated for each of the six species
of interest, for example, unbound uOMP, SurA:U,
Skp3:U, FkpA2:U, and DegP:U. The lifetime for each
occurrence is defined as the length of time in seconds
of each continuous independent population of that
species. The data for all 300 simulations were com-
bined. A histogram plot describing the frequency of
occurrence of each lifetime (for each species) was cal-
culated using a bin size of 2 s. Binned counts were
analyzed using a single exponential equation:
Countt = Count0e

−kt, where Countt and Count0 equal
the occurrence number at times t = ti and t = 0 and
k = the rate constant (s−1). The excellent fit to this
equation confirms the expected first-order behavior
for the lifetime, τ (s), which is the inverse of the rate
constant.

Chaperone complex percentage calculations
The total percentage of time during a trajectory for
each of the six species was calculated by summing
the total time of occurrence for a species in a trajec-
tory divided the trajectory time, where the trajectory
time is defined here as the time it takes for a uOMP
to fold in that trajectory. These percentage values
were calculated for each of the 300 simulations and
combined for each species. The distribution plot
describing the distributions of percentage values (for
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each species) was calculated using a bin size of 2%. The
mean percentages for each species was obtained by boo-
tstrapping with replacement using the MATLAB boo-
tstrapping function.32 To ensure convergence33 and to
obtain 90% confidence intervals, we set the number of
bootstrap resamples to 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000,
and 10,000. The lifetimes were summed to determine
the percentage of each trajectory spent in each state. In
several strains, a small number of trajectories did not
end in either a folded or degraded state after 1000 s.
These incomplete trajectories were eliminated from the
subsequent analysis to prevent interrupted complexes
from skewing the average lifetimes.

Skp3:U lifetime parameter scan
Six lifetime parameter scans were calculated using
COPASI with the direct method (Gillespie).30,31 The
substituted parameters are indicated for each simula-
tion in Table I. We calculated 300 trajectories for
each condition and analyzed these outputs as
described above.

Incorporation of multivalency: calculations of the
2(Skp3):U complex
The formation of 2(Skp3):U was added to OMPBioM
by incorporating the reactions in Table II into the
existing wild-type model. In the absence of direct
measurements for the binding constants for these
new reactions, we assumed an identical independent
binding scenario and used the same rate constant
values that characterize the association and dissocia-
tion the Skp3:U species.
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